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The Perfect Month for Building Your Enagic Empire
True Health Spreading Globally

Distributor Profile: 6A6-3 Jon Swardstrom - USA

“ You are my noble brigade of
Kings and Queens who scour
the countryside in search of people
to grant True Health unto.”
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Message

from

Mr. Ohshiro

Royal Ambassadors of True Health
That’s exactly what I think you all are. You are my noble brigade of Kings and Queens who scour the
countryside in search of people to grant True Health unto.
Think of yourselves as these Kings and Queens. Consider the honor and respect that you carry with
you as you spread the Enagic Message of Compassion to friends, family and the people you encounter
throughout your daily life. It really is a dignified life we lead, proclaiming the message of True Health.
My last name, Ohshiro, actually means “Big Castle”
大 OH: Large, Big & 城 SHIRO: Castle
So this means you belong to the Magnificent Castle of True Health! Our castle stands high upon the
hill of achievement as a testament to the people of this world that “Yes, there IS
a second chance for YOU, too!” Our foundation is solid, built from the dedication
and determination of our global ambassadors. Our walls are strong, fortified
by the efforts and tenacity of over one million alliance partners who have
committed to our True Health philosophy. Our banner flies high and proudly
proclaims, “Change Your Water, Change Your LIFE!” And our moat is filled
with refreshing Kangen Water!
Our castle is not meant to keep others out, but instead, to serve as a symbol for how others might
live. Our drawbridge is never closed, but instead,
wide o p en to th e p e o p le of this wo rld w h o
find themselves burdened in any fashion. This
is the message of True Freedom created by True
Health.
We are all Kings and Queens. We wear the
crown of having realized True Health
so that we can show this dramatically
to others. Having first realized True
Physical Health, True Financial Prowess
and True Inn er Tran quilit y, we don’t
require complex, difficult concepts to tell
people about Enagic. Instead, we ourselves are the product of achievement.
As noble Kings and Queens, we stand
proud of our mission.
When we all become our very best as the
Kings and Queens of Enagic, isn’t this the
very best feeling in the world? Isn’t this
True Happiness? And doesn’t it simply feel
amazing when others thank us for having
led them into True Health? Indeed, “thank
you” is the highest currency in the world
and the treasury of our castle is overflowing
with gratitude.
So proud to have you in MY castle,
Hironari Ohshiro
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Distributor
Profile
6A6-3 Jon Swardstrom

CA USA
Spreading True Health Globally
“...remember what you’re fighting for
and push through it! ”
Enagic Distributor 6A6-3 Jon Swardstrom decided in August
of 2007 to start his business journey with Enagic. Initially, he was
skeptical about the entire project, thinking it was something too good to be true. Five moths prior to Jon’s
life-changing decision, his close and trusted friend, Chris Young, had discovered Enagic and felt compelled
to share with Jon the stories that his family and friends had experienced thanks to the proper hydration
Kangen Water provided. Despite the many stories he was told, Jon wasn’t quite ready to move forward.
He decided to do his own research, which lead him
to a Kangen Water Demonstration being hosted
by prominent Enagic USA distributors Bob Gridelli,
and Dr. David Lesman. It was here that the magic of
Enagic was truly revealed to him. Many others told
similar stories of improved overall health through
proper hydration, which helped corroborate Young’s
earlier accounts. If that wasn’t enough, he was also
informed about the amazing business opportunity
Enagic had through Bob and Dave’s personal stories
about their success. Swardstrom always considered
himself a go getter who made his own opportunities
and always tried to capitalize on his talents and hard
work. Which is why, after seeing how Bob Gridelli, a
once average guy living paycheck to paycheck, could
succeed with Enagic, he realized that hecould too! As
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such, he decided to
jump into the deep
end, and submerged
himself in the world
of Enagic. Not only
did he make sure he
was as well educated
as possible, but he
also made sure to tell
absolutely everyone
he could about this incredible water and the business
opportunity available through this wonderful
company.
He attributes his success to not only working harder,
but smarter in order to yield the best results. It
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E8PA Okinawa

wasn’t always easy though; finding motivation for
oneself can be difficult enough, but now he needed
to be a pillar of stability and strength for the new
distributors he brought into his team. Through sheer
determination and taking life one step at a time, he
achieved the rank of 6A6-3 in 2017. “I get it; life can
be difficult as is. Throw a business on top of that,
and you have a recipe for stress. Push through it,
remember what you’re fighting for and push through
it! That was my driving force: my dreams and the
dreams of my newfound friends and team members.
I knew that if I gave up at any point, I’d not only fail
myself, but those who counted on me and looked to
me for guidance. I was no longer a sole proprietor
trying to make it on my own. I had created, with the
help of my equally diligent team, a group of helpful
and caring individuals who wanted nothing more than
to go out far and wide to spread the message of True
Health!”

Jon now had the ability to see all the beauty life had
to offer, and was given memorable moments he’ll
carry for the rest of his life. Reaching 6A6-3, hosting
his first ever convention in New Zealand, and even
getting to see the tree planted in Okinawa at Enagic’s
facility in honor of his incredible achievements. It
was clear his life had changed in every possible facet:
financially, spiritually, and physically. Yet he knows
that neither he nor Enagic has reached their full
potential yet. He plans on continuing his journey and
making it to the rank of 6A8-4 by helping his team
succeed and realize their true potential. Swardstrom
couldn’t be happier with his life right now, with
such an amazing product, opportunity and company
helping him realize Mr. Ohshiro’s mission of True
Health not only for himself, but for all those he’s been
able to meet since starting his journey!
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Branch News

Japan (Fukuoka)

Stylish New “Showroom” Office
Enagic recently celebrated forty-five years of
success, but during just the last decade, Enagic
has grown at an amazing pace, opening new offices
throughout the world and increasing our global
presence. While there has been tremendous growth
and expansion into other lands, there has also been
quite a bit of growth within the marketplace of Enagic’s
origins, Okinawa and Japan.

As this unprecedented industry growth continues,
Enagic will be opening new offices in select areas
to accommodate for increases in both end-users, as
well as Enagic ambassadors. Fukuoka Prefecture is
one such area and is the location of the latest Enagic
office in Japan. Home to over five million residents,
Fukuoka Prefecture is located on the island of Kyushu
and Fukuoka is its largest city. It is also home to one
of the region’s most famous tourist attractions, the
Dazaifu Tenmangu in Dazaifu. Among the hundreds
of Tenmangu Shrines throughout Japan, Dazaifu's is
considered one of the most important. These shrines
are dedicated to the spirit of Sugawara Michizane, a
scholar and politician of the Heian Period. Because of
his great learning, Michizane has been associated with
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Tenjin, a Shinto deity of education, which represents
an important part of Japanese culture.
The recent opening of this new office was highlighted by
a grand opening celebration, which included an official
ribbon cutting ceremony. Enagic founder, Hironari Ohshiro
was on hand to help usher in the continued growth of
the area, and to christen this new corporate location. The
office was adorned with beautiful flowers and people from
all over the world were in attendance to celebrate the
opening of this new location, including Don Prosser and
Mr. Arima, as well as managers from offices throughout
the world. Like many of the most recently opened Enagic
offices, the Fukuoka location presents a much different
look and feel than a traditional “office”.

Enagic CEO
Hironari Ohshiro

Guest Speaker
Akitoshi Nakamura
6A7-6

Fukuoka Showroom Mgr
Hirotomo Matsumoto

This location is bright and well-designed. The high
ceilings and glass walls give the interior a spacious,
roomy look and feel; creating an inviting atmosphere
for both visitors and staff. During the grand opening
ceremony, Mr. Ohshiro addressed the attendees,
who all received gift bags to commemorate the
occasion. The new Enagic offices are less focused
exclusively on Kangen Water. Instead, the emphasis
is on the rich history of the company, the mission
of spreading True Health and the fundamental idea
of Enagic being a person-to-person business. They
are built more on compassion and caring than actual
water.

President of
Enagic Global Sales
yuichi Arima

Guest Speaker
Keiko Ishii
6A18-5

After the conclusion of the grand opening
ceremony, attendees were invited to join Mr. and
Mrs. Ohshiro to enjoy drinks and companionship
in a restaurant several floors above the new
office. Mr. Ohshiro once again addressed the
crowd, thanking them for all their hard work and
contributions to making Enagic such a tremendous
success. Afterwards, both Enagic ambassadors
and Enagic staff members gave speeches and
made toasts to celebrate the day and the
continued success of the company. We are all
excited by the growth of Enagic and look forward
to many more grand openings as we continue to
spread the idea of True Health. Kanpai! (Cheers!)

Fukuoka Showroom:
5Floor 1-2-5 Daimyo, Chuo-ku, Fukuoka-shi, Fukuoka, 810-0041
TEL: +81 92-741-4132 FAX: +81 92-741-4133
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Branch News

Canada (Toronto)
A Promising New Location

Throughout history, Toronto, Canada has been noted
as not only one of the largest cities in North America,
but also one of the most livable cities in the world.
Any good business minded individual will tell you
this, “Strike while the iron is hot,” a phrase dating back
to medieval times which references the ideal time for a
blacksmith to shape and create a blade. Enagic, being on the
forefront of the Ionizer industry, recognized the opportunity
which could come from Toronto and made the decision to “strike”
by establishing an office in the Ontario capital.
In July of 2012, Enagic Toronto hit the scene and not
only received critical acclaim from distributors, but
also from avid water drinkers who flocked to the new
location. For the past seven years, Enagic Toronto has
serviced their cliental diligently, but they began noticing
that they simply didn’t have enough room to keep up
with the heavy and consistent influx of orders. As such,
Enagic made the decision to move to a new location
in Toronto to better serve the community. On June
8th, 2019, Enagic Toronto proudly presented their new
office headquarters with a spectacular grand opening.
The new location features a massive warehouse in
order to accommodate the impressive sales volume
of the region, as well as new presentation rooms for
events and meetings to be held for and by the growing
number of distributors in the region. Enagic Toronto
brought Japan’s top leading distributor, Mr. Nakamura,
to show off the new facility and to give a special
seminar as the inaugural event for the new office.
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Those in attendance were treated to a truly special
occasion that captivated the minds of distributors and
corporate staff alike.
When asked about the new location, the Enagic
Toronto staff blissfully replied, “It is our hope that the
future of Enagic Toronto will be even more promising
with this new facility. We are confident that the
increase in size will be exactly what we need to help
drive Mr. Ohshiro’s message of True Health even
further, and to assist our distributors more effectively
and efficiently than we ever have before. We look
forward to the prosperous future for Enagic and our
distributors in this new office!”

Toronto Office:
Unit 23-156 Duncan Mill Rd, North York, ON, M3B
3N2, Canada

TEL: +1 905 507-1200 FAX: +1 416 445-6594

Branch News
South Korea (Busan)

New Branch Opens in New City
During the past ten years Enagic has aggressively
and effectively expanded the company’s global
presence by opening new offices all around the
world. The growth of the company is unprecedented,
now boasting over forty locations in twenty-three
different countries, which makes Enagic the undisputed
global leader in the water ionizer industry. The newest
location in Busan, South Korea, recently celebrated their
grand opening.
Busan, which in Korean is pronounced “Pusan”, is South
Korea's second most-populous city after Seoul, and
the office is located in a beautiful high-rise building
in a bustling part of the city. This new office is unlike
any of its predecessors and looks more like a trendy
social club than an “office,” but that is exactly what it
is! The decor and flow of the new Busan office offers
a dramatic vision of the future of the Enagic business,
offering modern lines devoid of traditional businesslike cubicles. Instead, the office is inviting, with a sense
of harmony and tranquility. The high ceilings, unique
lighting, refined industrial look and spacious floor
plan give this location the sense and feel of a posh
Manhattan loft.
The grand opening was attended by corporate staff,
including a special appearance by Enagic founder,
Hironari Ohshiro. Mr. Ohshiro toured the new facility,
pleased with the new design of the office. “As we
continue to spread the message of True Health, we also
spread the physical presence of Enagic. The Busan
office represents a new and exciting vision of the
Enagic of tomorrow and embodies our dedication to
moving forward, not only here, but around the world.”
The unusual office design was created to embrace
the changes global business has experienced over
the past few decades. The global consumers of
today are more demanding of businesses, more than

ever before; expecting a business location to offer a
more comfortable, relaxed environment, without the
traditional cold “corporate” feel, but while still being
professional and functional. This new office offers all of
this, plus much more. In fact, the location is more of an
Enagic, Kangen Water Salon than an “office”, featuring
private areas for one-on-one meetings, a unique Enagic
“bar” and ample space for group meetings.
As each new office is opened, the aesthetics will
evolve to properly fit the expectations and desires of
the market as a whole. This new location is on the
cutting edge of architectural design and will serve as
an inspiration for the design and feel of future Enagic
office locations. Enagic is proud of our rich history and
the journey which has brought us to today, but we are
also excited with where the company and mission are
headed. In short, the future looks bright for Enagic
and our valued global distributor network, and we look
forward to continuing to grow together.

Busan Office:
S-213Lotte gallerium,
9,Centum1-ro,haeundae-gu,
Busan, South Korea

TEL: +82 51-744-8822
FAX: +82 51-744-8833

Busan Office Mgr
Kristy kim
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Branch News
Singapore

A Time of Celebration!

Too often in business and life, people get wrapped up
in the hustle and bustle of daily operations and forget
to take a moment to relax and enjoy time with their
fellow men. Luckily, Enagic distributors in Singapore
had an opportunity to do just that on August 3rd, 2019.
Enagic Singapore held a splendid gathering in celebration
of National Day, the day in which Singapore was founded.
Distributors and their families were invited, along with Enagic
Singapore staff, to a day of delicious food and entertainment.
The party started with an inspirational speech from Enagic
distributor and event coordinator, Janet Wong, and Branch
Manager, Kent Liew. They brought attendees down memory
lane with rousing speeches about the rich history of the 54year old prosperous country, which put people in a festive
mood! What followed was an impressive banquet that
left all in attendance more than
satisfied and got people ready
for an incredible performance.
The night concluded with a
huge and elaborate production
that included dancing and a
beautifully vibrant fireworks
show.
The reviews were stellar, as staff and distributor alike had
nothing but praise for the phenomenal gathering. Enagic
Singapore was honored to help put the event together
and went on to say, “With so much success at Enagic
Singapore, it only makes sense to celebrate the country
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that gave us this opportunity. It felt right
to give back and celebrate the wonderful
a c h i eve m e nt s o u r of f i ce , a n d m o re
importantly, Singapore as a whole, has
achieved. We’ve always wanted to provide
the best for our distributors, and it’s nice
to see that they not only appreciate that,
but have taken the resources and opportunities we have
provided and created a massively successful empire in
Singapore. These past 54 years have
been incredible, and we look forward to
the future. For now, we’re glad you all
had fun. After all, we’ve earned it!”
Enagic Singapore has set the tone for the
rest of the year with this amazing party
and look forward to the next gathering
i n De ce m b e r fo r a C h r i s t m a s a n d
Recognition party! Happy 54th birthday
Singapore!

Enagic International

Managers Meeting
in E8PA Okinawa

The most legendary businesses and companies all have
one thing in common beyond just being profitable: they
prize helping the community and giving back to the world.
Enagic, being the top ionizer company in the world, is no
exception to this, but it’s important to be able to ask yourself
questions about the impact you’re making. Enagic recently held
a Global Sales meeting where Enagic founder, Mr. Ohshiro, spoke to
managers from around the world.
Enagic Branch Managers from around the globe gathered
to ensure they were all on the same page and receive
valuable insight from each other and the company
founder. Mr. Ohshiro started by reminding everyone
of a very important concept and asking a thoughtprovoking question, “Are you a driving force?” Or 原 動 力
(gendouryoku). “Are you propelling your team members
forward in a powerful, positive and passionate way? If
you’ve answered yes, then the next question is simple:
who are you going to influence today?”
Mr. Ohshiro often uses the phrase “Nani ga chigau,” or
“What is different?” Meaning, what makes Enagic so
different than other available opportunities? Too often,
people forget the uniqueness of Enagic’s mission of True
Health and that lack of focus can sometimes skew efforts
and actions. Mr. Ohshiro made a point to remind the
branch managers that Enagic is a company for the people,
and as long as we do what’s in their best interest, then he
has no doubt Enagic will continue to grow and prosper.
He went on to tell his story, not one of overcoming an
illness, but one of overcoming life itself. He told them of
his early life and his rise in the corporate world, and how
he knew his idea of True Health was a truly revolutionary
concept. Mr. Ohshiro even showed how much he believed

in the idea by purchasing his old home town and funding
it himself when he reached a level of success that would
allow him to do so. After opening up to the branch
managers, he then asked them what they wanted out of
life, and how they were willing to change themselves to
achieve those dreams. What followed was an important
moment in the lives of those in attendance, a moment
of self-reflection and realization. Mr. Ohshiro ensured
them that as long as they continued to move forward by
spreading True Health to more than just friends and family,
but to the rest of the world, then their dreams would be
fulfilled and the world would be changed for the better
forever.
“Why hoard the idea of True Health to just those we know.
I believe the world is worthy of the freedom which comes
with physical, mental and financial health. So be open
about it, spread the word far and wide, and teach people
how they can achieve their dreams through hard work and
determination. Be the driving force you want to see in the
world, and I have no doubt that, together, we will see a
revolution of freedom like the world has never seen!” The
branch managers left with an amazing new outlook on not
only Enagic, but their own lives. It is Mr. Ohshiro’s hope
that you will continue to ask yourself, “What is different
about Enagic,” and “What is different about you?”
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Enagic Community Commitment:
Care for the Elderly
At Enagic, caring for our community is more than just a public relations ploy or a few thumbs up on
a social media website. It’s about identifying a need and taking action to help overcome that need,
and recently, Enagic had the opportunity to show the level of our commitment to some of our most
important citizens-our elders.
Until just a few decades ago, the majority of traditional
elder care in Japan was left to the immediate family
and institutional care was
extremely limited. But in
recent times, more and
more of the youth from rural
prefectures have ventured
off to the bigger cities to
seek out more modern
opportunities, which have
left many aging parents and
grandparents alone and on
their own.
Caring for the elderly has always been a very
important part of Japanese culture, so this change has
been hard for some to adjust to. Unity, a senior care
facility in Okinawa, Japan, was established in 2005
and provides 24-hour care for 73 residents and day
services for another 7 seniors, for a total of 80 people,
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each and every day. A few years ago, the facility
was experiencing financial hardships and it looked
as if it might actually have to close, which would
have displaced the residents and made things very
challenging for those needing the daytime services.
When Mr. Ohshiro found out about the issues they
were having, he wasted no time and took swift and
decisive action.
In 2016, the Unity elder care facility became part of
the growing “Enagic Group”, which includes a number
of businesses that fall outside the normal realm of
the Enagic water ionizer and Ukon business. “Every
successful company should do what they can to help
ensure that the local community is cared for,” said Mr.
Ohshiro. “Enagic is fortunate that our success has been
substantial enough to allow us to provide a lifeline to
a few different struggling businesses.” And that lifeline
has made all the difference in the world!

The facility is now doing very well. So well, in fact,
that a second daytime care facility was opened to
help accommodate for the ever growing number of
Okinawan senior citizens needing such services. The
patients have been thrilled with the changes that
becoming part of the Enagic Group have provided
them. Water machines have been added throughout
the facility and are being used in a number of
different ways. Now all of the seniors are drinking
Kangen Water and are enjoying the benefits of
proper hydration and they have been washing their
hands and gargling with the 2.5 pH Sanitizing Water,
which has helped reduce the spread of germs.
The LeveLuk machines are also helping keep the facility
nice and clean. The 11.5 pH Cleansing Water is used
to clean the floors and the 2.5 pH Sanitizing Water
is used in humidifiers throughout the facility, which
helps reduce the spread of the flu and other airborne
contagions. One of the most unexpected benefits of the

water has been the deodorizing effects. Many nursing
homes have an unpleasant ammonia type odor, which
is often mistakenly attributed to poor hygiene, but it is
actually an inescapable component of body odor that
only manifests in older individuals. The technical term
for the smell is nonenal.
According to a study published by the Journal of
Investigative Dermatology, an increase of nonenal is
directly associated with aging. Nonenal is a chemical
compound that is produced when omega-7 unsaturated
fatty acids on the skin are degraded through oxidation.

The skin begins producing more
fatty acids as its natural antioxidant
defenses begin to deteriorate.
Hormonal changes like menopause
can contribute to this chemical
process as well. As the skin grows
weaker, its natural oils oxidize more
quickly, producing nonenal. Because
it isn’t water soluble, nonenal can remain on the skin
despite thorough washing. Therefore, the smell persists
on the body and on fabrics, even in extremely clean
environments. Just like traditional body odor, following
a healthy lifestyle can help to minimize nonenal. This
includes exercising regularly, avoiding stress, abstaining
from smoking, drinking alcohol in moderation, eating a
clean diet, getting enough rest and drinking plenty of
water.
Consumption of the antioxidant rich Kangen Water has
eliminated the unpleasant smell that plagues most elder
care facilities and the residents
couldn’t be happier. Some of the
residents commented, “…since
getting these amazing water
machines, we feel much better,
there is no unpleasant smell; we
feel clean and healthy!” Enagic
is proud of our commitment to
our local and global community
and we feel fortunate to be able
to help those
in need. We also hope that every
Enagic distributor understands that
the blessings the company is able to
bestow on others is a direct result
of the success created by our global
network of ambassadors. Without
your dedication and hard work,
the blessings would flow to far less
people. It is our hope that we all
continue to be able to share these
blessings and that we continue to
be blessed in all the things we do.
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Athletic Programs
Enagic founder, Mr. Ohshiro, has many passions in life. Whether it’s making sure his home town is well taken
care of or spreading his message of True Health, it’s clear that Mr. Ohshiro truly hopes to positively impact the
world as much as possible. As such, he’s invested much of his own money in multiple sporting facilities to support
youth athletes and give them a place to work hard and excel. Recently, Enagic has acquired the only ice-skating
rink in Okinawa, Sports World Southern Hill, adding to the already amazing facilities and locations Enagic offers
for sports-minded individuals. With hopes of giving young athletes something to work towards, Enagic has
sponsored multiple tournaments for various sports in their effort to continue to support these aspiring athletes.

Golf Tournament:

The 2019 AJGA 4th Enagic Junior Championship was held at the Mission Viejo Country Club in
sunny Mission Viejo, California. It was here that aspiring young golfers played their hearts out in
hopes of achieving victory and taking home the championship. After a long day of golf, the scores
were tallied, and it was revealed that the top three golfers in the Girls Division were all Enagicsponsored athletes! Girls Division winner Miyu Yamashita not only took home the victory, but
also tied for the highest record in AJGA history! With another successful golf tournament behind
us, Mr. Ohshiro has no doubt that the competition will be even greater at the next national golf

tournament and hopes even more aspiring young athletes will take to the stage and show
the world what they can do.

Table Tennis:

Table Tennis is a renowned national sport and has been a staple in the Summer Olympic
games since 1988. It comes as no surprise, that Enagic would want to encourage young
athletes to pursue such a legendary sport to the best of their
abilities. Just this year, Enagic founded the Enagic Table Tennis
Academy, which saw its first winners of the junior high school
and elementary school divisions. With such a successful first
year, Enagic plans on continuing to support these amazing
players and future national champions with Kangen Power!

Baseball Team:

While baseball has been known as the American pastime, it may come as a surprise for some, that Japan loves the game
just as much! Maybe even more!! Mr. Ohshiro is no exception to that, which is why, for many years, Enagic has been the
proud owner of their own minor league baseball team. Good news came to the team and Enagic, as they were selected and
granted naming rights of the Ishikawa Stadium in Uruma City, which is located in central Okinawa. With a new stadium
in their grasp, Enagic hopes that one day Ishikawa Stadium will not only be a place for championship baseball, but also a
gathering place for distributors from around the globe!
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Tech Talk

Know the Flow

The “Flow Rate” refers to the rate of speed which the
water travels through a water ionizer. The flow rate
plays an important part in the quality and effectiveness
of the water produced by a machine.
A strong flow rate is important for many reasons,
including proper filtration by the machine filter and
correct operation of internal components, just to name
a few. Unlike many other ionizers on the market, the
Enagic machines* do not use a flow rate regulator or
reducer, which is a valve or similar type device which
physically reduces the flow rate in order to force the
water to pass more slowly over the plates.
This is typically found in lower quality machines, as
a way to compensate for the insufficient amount of
power, which is necessary to effectively ionize water.
It forces longer physical contact with the plates, which
temporarily boosts the properties. Doing this tends
to render the properties of the alkaline ionized water
very unstable and they often lose their properties very
quickly.
Many of these brands often promote a flow control
regulator as a feature, however, when the facts are
uncovered, it appears to be more of a design flaw than
a beneficial feature. The only reason a water ionizer
would need to incorporate a flow control regulator
is because the product would not work correctly
without it. A flow control regulator is, in essence, an
inexpensive way to make an ionizer seem to produce
higher quality water than it would without one.
With the Enagic machines, we recommend you adjust
the flow rate to create your idea of the perfect Kangen
Water. A strong flow is recommended, in order for the
internal filter to work properly, but you can adjust it to
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find the best taste. Because the Enagic machines offer
a unique hybrid power supply and the most efficiently
designed internal components in the entire industry,
our machines can effectively ionize water, even at a
fast flow rate.
Typically, the slower the flow rate, the stronger the
properties tend to be, but be cautious about running
the water too slowly. A very low flow rate can result
in the water having an unpleasant, metallic taste. It
is very important to try to find the flow rate “sweet
spot” for your machine, especially if you are sharing
water. While you’ll want your water samples to have
effective properties, you’ll also want the Kangen Water
you are sharing to be crisp, clean and delicious so your
prospects actually enjoy the water they are sampling!
*Excludes Super501, which was designed to produce a higher
ratio of strong acidic water (for industrial use)

Road

to 6A

August: Imperial Connection & Special Observances
Enagic is fortunate to have independent distributors
with extensive experience in direct sales and the network
industry. This experience has become a valuable resource,
as these people have taken it upon themselves to share their
knowledge with their fellow distributors. This article was
created from input of many of these excellent trainers.
August is a very special month and holds a deep and symbolic
legacy. Named after the Roman Emperor Augustus Caesar,
the name August means inspiring reverence or admiration;
of supreme dignity or grandeur; majestic;having great
importance and respect in society; someone with imperial or
royal qualities. In short, the month of August should be an
inspiration for each and every ambassador of Enagic, for with
Enagic you are building your own empire, forging the way
for people to learn the importance of True Health and you
are inspiring the admiration and appreciation of society. You
embody the meaning of the month of August!
These royal ties have even deeper meaning when you look at
how they pertain to the ambassadors of Enagic. Each person
who has embraced the idea of True Health and the Circle
of Compassion is the king or queen of their Enagic Empire,
and as they build their business, they build their empire. Like
many empires, the foundation of Enagic is a castle, but not a
castle made of stone and timber; our castle is Mr. Ohshiro.
The name Ohshiro translates to Big Castle, so our founder
is literally the foundation and inspiration of the castle we
call Enagic. Each distributor becomes a tower of the Enagic
castle, adding to the strength of the structure by contributing
to an ever expanding global kingdom of health and caring.
So, let the month of August inspire you to take your rightful
place on the throne of your Enagic Empire and give yourself
the respect you deserve for the tremendous contribution
you are making to your community, your country and the
entire world!
In addition to having a profoundly important meaning,
the month of August is also a time of several nationally
recognized observances, including three which have direct
correlations to the Enagic business. First, August is National
Water Quality Awareness month, which reminds us that it
takes much more than just turning on the tap to guarantee

clean, potable water. The average person uses approximately
80 gallons of water or more per day. The water we use
includes bathing, cleaning, household waste, and drinking
water. As Enagic ambassadors, we all know the importance
of high quality water, so the month of August is a perfect time
to share this information with as many people as possible.
Protecting our water resources and educating ourselves and
others about water quality is an important goal of National
Water Quality Month and should be the goal of every Enagic
distributor.
August is also National Wellness Month, which focuses on
self-care, managing stress and promoting healthy routines,
like drinking Kangen Water. Proper hydration is critical for
good health, so National Wellness Month is the perfect
opportunity to introduce others to the power of proper
hydration. This is a chance to help others create wholesome
habits in their lifestyle all month long and see how much
better they feel!
The month of August is also National Black Business Month,
which recognizes black-owned businesses across the country
for their contributions to their communities and to society
as a whole. African-American business owners account for
about 10 percent of U.S. businesses and about 30 percent
of all minority-owned businesses. According to the U.S.
Census Bureau, that amounts to approximately two million
companies owned by African Americans. Nearly 40 percent
of these businesses are in health care and social assistance,
repair and maintenance, and personal and laundry services.
Other categories include advertising firms, auto dealerships,
consulting services, restaurants, barbershops, beauty salons,
and more. Enagic is proud to recognize the tremendous
contributions and successes of our African-American
ambassadors and we hope that even more discover the
incredible potential of the Enagic business and choose to join
us in our efforts to spread True Health.
The month of August is an exciting time and distributors
should embrace each and every opportunity this special
month has to offer. Each day is a chance for you to build and
grow your Enagic Empire and we hope you take advantage of
every single one of them!
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Stories of Success
Building Your Castle

The name “Ohshiro” translates to mean “Big Castle”
and, like a castle, the Enagic business has been built
brick by brick, on a solid foundation. The foundation
is Mr. Ohshiro himself and the bricks, they are the
distributors who have helped make Enagic what it is
today.
“Ohshiro cherishes each distributor as if he or she
were a precious jewel. It’s true that the company
couldn’t survive without
distributors. But there are some
who complain that he treats his
distributors a little too well. Not
least because their remuneration is
so generous.
Many distributors are inactive; they
are in hibernation. But Ohshiro still
pays attention to those distributors
whose contributions are small. His
years of experience have taught
him that network marketing
businesses are built on respect
for each individual, that once one
individual is committed that same
individual can go on to have a
significant impact. After all, Enagic
might be a global company, but it started out as just
the two of them, Ohshiro and Yaeko. The fact that
the total number of distributors has now reached
650,000 is testament to how Ohshiro has always
treated each and every individual as important.

It was August 2014. Ohshiro took some children
from the Enagic Golf Academy, who were visiting
from Okinawa, to a country club on the outskirts of
Los Angeles. As the children played a tournament,
Ohshiro waited, watched, supported. Another child
had come from China and that child ended up winning
the tournament. Ohshiro immediately went over to
the child’s father to congratulate him. Then he took a
snapshot of himself with the tournament winner.
I was watching from a distance.
Ohshiro took out a business card
from his pocket and introduced
himself properly. I thought to myself
how Ohshiro really was a salesman
through-and-through. And I recalled
w h a t h e of te n s a i d : “ Ne t wo r k
marketing businesses start with just
one.” Most people don’t approach
people they’ve never met before
and ask to exchange business cards.
Of course, Ohshiro had a reason to
speak to the man in this case, but for
most people the exchange would end
with small talk. But his approach, his
salesman mindset, are different to
most people.
There is an old saying: “always assume the worst of
people.” But that’s not how people appear to Ohshiro.
To him, everyone he meets is a potential distributor.
All of our distributors and our staff should learn from
Ohshiro’s outstanding salesmanship.”

Above is an excerpt from the book Quenching the Thirst for Global Success,
the Success Story of Hironari Ohshiro. Toshio M. (2015)
It is filled with incredible lessons, motivational stories and the actions that were taken to create Enagic.
A must for distributors, it is available at www.enagic.com/shop
Also available in Chinese, Italian, French and Spanish! Contact your local branch office for details.
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Cooking
with
Kangen

Chopped Summer Salad

When summer arrives, so does a bounty of
fresh vegetables! This simple and tasty recipe
combines a collection of colorful and flavorful
veggies which are perfect on a hot summer day.
This delicious mixture will tantalize even the most
finicky pallet with both taste and appearance!

Ingredients:

Directions:

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4 cucumbers, chopped
2 lbs cherry tomatoes, chopped
2 cloves garlic, minced
1 yellow bell pepper, chopped
1 green bell pepper, chopped
1 red bell pepper, chopped
10 oz radishes, sliced thin
1 red onion, diced very small

2. Whisk vinegar, oil, garlic, salt, pepper,
and parsley.

•
•
•

2 romaine lettuce hearts, chopped coarse
1/3 cup red wine vinegar
1/4 cup extra virgin olive oil

•

1/2 cup chopped fresh parsley

1.

Before cutting, clean fresh produce
with 11.5 pH Strong Kangen Water,
then with 2.5 pH Strong Acidic Water,
followed by a 9.5 pH Kangen Water rinse.

3. Very gently toss all chopped vegetables
in a bowl with vinegar mixture.
4. Chill for 10 minutes, and serve.
5. Salt and pepper to taste.

Tasty Tip:

This delicious collection of veggies makes a great
filling for a lunch time wrap. For a salad with a
little extra zest, substitute the parsley with cilantro.

Live Healthy - Live Delicious!
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June 2019 New 6A and Above Title Achievers

6A

22

ANNETTE THOMPSON

Australia

EDUARDO BARCELO

Spain

DEBORAH TAASE

Australia

JACINTA HANNON

Spain

SAMUEL SUN

Australia

DANIEL IGBINOSA

Nigeria

THAI HUYNH #2

Australia

EDWARD WEIR

United Kingdom

THI THU TRANG NGUYEN

Australia

INES HOFSTAETTER #2

Austria

MALTZAHN ODONTOLOGIA E PROMOCAO Brazil
DE VENDAS LTDA (MAURO MALTZAHN)

MARTINA DIECKMANN

Germany

MINH KHANH DANG

Czech Republic

BERNADETTE CRUZ

Canada

NGUYEN ANH TUAN

Czech Republic

COLLEEN PAL

Canada

PHAM THI TU

Czech Republic

MARIA C. SABIDO

Canada

PIA JEANETTE BERG MELIANE

Norway

MICHAEL FERNANDO #2

Canada

ADAMESCU CALIN-GHEORGHE

Romania

1209241 BC LTD

Canada

LORENZA BIANZON MACARAIG

Italy

1210446 BC LTD

Canada

NORD IMOB SRL

Romania

ALLYSSA DENISE ARCEO SICAM

Canada

CHEN LI LI

Hong Kong

ANDREA J LAWRENCE

Canada

WONG WAI NING

Hong Kong

BOYD CAMPBELL

Canada

WU YAN PING

Hong Kong

DAN HONG SHU

Canada

YU HAI RONG

Hong Kong

DIMITAR DIMITROV

Canada
Canada

YUAN PING HEALTH CO/ CHU JUN MING
EDMUND

Hong Kong

ERMY & STEPHANE INC.
FDN CADORNA INC

Canada

ANNAVENI MADHULATHA

India

FRANCO D PANGANIBAN

Canada

ANUPA VOHRA

India

JONATHAN DELA PENA

Canada

ASHUTOSH MEHROTRA

India

MONICA X L MURCIA #2

Canada

DUSHYANT KUMAR SAHU

India

NANCY HUANG SUNWOO

Canada

ILLA MANNIYYA

India

SARA LUSSIER #3

Canada

ISHA ENTERPRISE

India

SHELLEY R HOLTE

Canada

RAHUL SINGH

India

SHERRI SHAW

Canada

RAJ KUMAR BHATNAGAR

India

SHYLOE C BRYANT

Canada

RAMAKANT DADHICH

India

TONG HONG XU

Canada

RUSHABH SUDESH KALIA

India

CHRISTIAN BOMBIN MORENO

Spain

SAMIR CHANDRA ROY

India
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UMESH PATEL

India

PHILIP ANTHONY WILMOT

USA

ADI PRIYATMOKO

Indonesia

SEAJO ENTERPRISES LLC

USA

ANDRIAN RUSLI

Indonesia

FUKUDA SEED STORE INC #2

USA

CHEPPY BURHANUDIN

Indonesia

AADVENTURES WITH AARON LLC #C

USA

IWASE AMELITA MAGNO

Japan

AARON DODSON

USA

RODRIGUEZ ARLYN SANTOS

Japan

BUSINESS INVESTMENT GROUP INC

USA

CHAN SI CHII

Malaysia

GREGORY DUKE

USA

SAMMY LACHICA GERONA

Philippines

MILAGROS V LEDESMA

USA

WILMER PENDORO

Philippines

NICOLE E DODSON

USA

LEO QI XIN BRYSON

Singapore

SNEAKS ALLIANCE INC

USA

SHIRLEEN FEI PING GRANDGEORGE

Singapore

DINH T NGUYEN

USA

TRAN KHANH BINH

Thailand

ILYA BADALOV

USA

BUCKET LIST BLONDE LLC #B

USA

MELETIS CONTRACT SERVICES INC #2

USA

DANIEL A. MILES

USA

MUI KIM HOANG

USA

KIM LE

USA

ROBELISA N. SISTOSO

USA

MARK EDWARD MESSMER

USA

RUBIN KAYLYAKOV

USA

YEN H VO

USA

GALINA Y. DERNOVAYA

USA

6A2
HTPHARM PTY LTD

Australia

RAMESH ANNAVENI

India

ADIENE BORGES CAMPOS ME

Brazil

SANDEEP PATHAK

India

AMELITA HERBITO #2

Canada

SANTOSH KUMAR MAHANTY

India

EGC GLOBAL HOLDINGS LTD. #2

Canada

ISHA ENTERPRISE

India

ENEDELEME CANTABRIA S.L.

Spain

SAMIPA LIE

Indonesia

ALEXSANDRA GORDON

United Kingdom

SHIRLEEN GRANDGEORGE

Singapore

RUUF KANGEN SRL

Romania

KETMANY VONGSAPHAY

USA

FU RONG JIA

Hong Kong

GOLDIE GOOSE LLC

USA

UNITED STARS INTERNATIONAL CO LTD/CHENG KAI Hong Kong

6A2-2
SAMUEL GUILHERME DA SILVA

Brazil

CIOBANU RALUCA

Romania

KWU CORPORATION LTD

Canada

SHAILENDRA TIWARI

India

MICHELLE ARCEO SUCCESS MARKETING INC.

Canada

AMIT PATOLIYA

India

JANETE FUMIE KUGA #2

Portugal

FIRMA AGNES INES HOFSTATTER

Austria

6A2-3
SUDESH RAVI MALIK

India

FREEDOM CAPITAL INVESTMENT
SOLUTIONS LLC

UP ENTERPRISES

USA

India
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